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1.20 The internal stress measurement the neutron diffraction

will bring happiness to your country

Nobuaki Minakawa
Advanced Scien'ce Research Center in JAERI

Abstract:
The neutron was discovered by Chadwick in 1932. The first reactor was constructed by the
U.S.A. in 1942. After that, the research and development of a reactor advanced. A lot of
reactors were constructed in Europe and America in the 1950Os.
The research, which used the neutron is performed actively and the obtained excellent results
in a lot of fields. The penetrating power of neutron and the neutron diffraction method
attracted attention and began to be used for the internal stress measurement, too. In Japan, the
neutron diffractometcr of the residual stress measurement exclusive use was installed in the
JRR-3M research reactor of the JAERI in 1992, and research was started.
At present, we are using aircraft, railway, automobile, building, machine, home electronics
product and so on including the nuclear reactor.
Reliable science must be introduced, in ore that to be able to perform safety and long life
operation and to sell these things at cheap price. That is, completing the manufactured goods,
which took in the scientific technique to the experiential technique and were excellent in it
will be making manufactured goods in the 2 1st century.
Although there are various methods among the scientific probe methods of the fault, from the
distance of crystallographic plane in material, an internal strain distribution is measured, a
stress distribution is computed, and the technique of performing an improvement of a process
is taken. Only a neutron diffraction method can measure the strain of the inside of material.
This time, I introduce about utilization of neutron scattering research in the industrial world
while the history of the neutron scattering research in a JAERL.

1. INTRODUCTION
The neutron source is needed for the neutron diffraction. As for the history of th-

research reactor as a neutron source in Japan, JRR- 1 reactor reached the critical state in 1957.
The neutron beam was used for research of nuclear physics or reactor physics. JRR-2 reactor
reached the critical state in 1960. Irradiation damage research of fuel and reactor material and
production of radioisotope were started. Moreover, a neutron diffractometer was installed for
the purpose of the research and development of reactor material. Then, the condensed matter
physics research by neutron scattering was started. The first neutron diffractometer in Japan
installed in JRR-2 reactor is shown in Fig. I1.

Domestic research reactor JRR-3 of the outset reached the critical state in 1962. A lot of
neutron scattering equipments were installed, and the condensed matter physics
measurements were performed very actively. JRR-3 was remodeled into JRR-3M equipped
with the thermal neutron guide tubes and the cold neutron guide tubes in 1990 aiming at the
efficient utilization. Since the neutron guide tubes were installed, the number of experiment
beam ports increased drastically. Therefore, the beam utilization field was expanded. The
neutron diffractometer for residual stress analysis (RESA) was installed in the expanding
period.
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2. RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT IN RESA
The research and developments performed with this equipment is shown below.

(1). Research and development for material evaluation
(1). Internal stress distribution measurement of sample to which bending plastic deformation

carbon steel was given.
(B. Residual stress distribution measurement of test piece section loaded by repeated stress.
(Z. Stress distribution measurement of carbon steel welding pipe.

(i.Measurement of Round-robin sample of VAMAS TWA-20*.
®.Correlation stress measurement of composite material SiC / A12 O3, Cu/Cr, SiC/Ti, etc.

(M. Stress measurement of ceramic material.
(D). Internal stress distribution measurement of INCOLOY material used as nuclear fusion

material superconducting coil covering material.
®.Stress distribution measurement of the welding part fusion reactor structure material.

(B. Stress measurement of inclination functional material.
4.Stress distribution measurement of a target cell for the cold neutron source.

(2). The 'research and development of the measurement techniques and the equipments.
(ID. Development of the stress measurement method by the neutron image plate.
(0. Development of the neutron beam focus monochromator.
G). Development of the texture measurement equipment.
~. Development of the measurement equipment of the non-strain do.
(D). Various measurements of the elastic constant and Poisson's ratio of general structure

materials for the database.

3. EVALUTION OF PROCESSING STRESS
Manufactured goods are made from a base

material through the process of cutting, shaving
and welding. It is expected that the processing
process adds a stress and that the residual stress
when complete becomes a big value.

When the shrink-fit sample of a residual
stress standard sample was made using aluminum 
material, the processing stress of each part was
measured and the processing stress evaluated how 1 31 51 711 `12
it would act to finished goods. A shrink-fit sample ae

is shown in Fig. 1. ~~~ ~.-
Fig. 1. The shrink-fit sample and plug.

4. MEASUREMENT
Processing stress evaluation was performed using the neutron diffractometer for residual

stress analysis (RESA) installed T2-1 port neutron guide hall in JRR-3M. A ring is 50mm
diameter, 50mm height and, 25mm inside diameter, and a plug is 25. 1mmu diameter, and
50mm height were made by the milling machine from drawing rod material of ultra-super
duralmin (A7075) . First, cutting was performed at number of revolutions 800 (rpm) and
sending speed 0.2 (mm/sec), and finish was processed at sending speed 0.02 (mm/sec). The
internal stress distribution was measured about the ring and the plug by the neutron diffraction
method, after that, the plug was cooled by liquid nitrogen, it inserted in the ring quickly, and
the shrink-fit sample was made. Into the boundary part of a ring and a plug, the big stress by
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the thermal expansion is generated. The internal stress distribution was measured about the
ring and plug by the neutron diffraction method, after that, the plug was cooled by liquid
nitrogen, a plug inserted in a ring at quickly, and the shrink-fit sample was made. Into the
boundary part of a ring and a plug, the big stress by the thermal expansion is generated. The
internal stress distribution of the completed shrink-fit sample was measured, and evaluation
was performed. The stress estimate which a plug bigger 0.1Imm than a ring inside diameter
generates among a boundary part by the thermal expansion is easily calculable. It can
determine also for the stress distribution relaxed by the whole ring easily. A processing stress
can be evaluated by comparing this calculation value with an actual measurement.
The thermal stress peak value generated in the hoop direction in the estimate calculation of
normal temperature was about 280 MWa, and the hoop direction actual measurements in
normal temperature were 400Mi~a. If 2OMPa for the deducted value is equal to a processing
stress, they can estimate that it is added to finished goods. A plug, a ring, and a shrink-fit
sampleare measured stress distribution map of are shown in figure 2, 3, 4, and 5.
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Fig. 2. Estimate of hoop stress Fig.. 3. Processing residual stress of a plug
Hoop dsirection of A7075(220)
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Fig. 4. Processing stress of a ring for Fig. . Hoop direction residual stress distribution
Hoop dsirection of A7075(220) of A7075(220) shrink-fit sample

5. RESULT
The hoop direction of actual measurements after ring processing were about 130 MWas.

The processing stress of a plug and a ring is added to finished goods. When performing
evaluation of material and a product, it is important to measure in advance the residual stress
which a base material has, and a processing stress.
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